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The third characteristic of this age was the development of satire as a form of literature stemming from the unfortunate union of
literature policy.

1. history of english literature in urdu

During this time he also wrote the Duchess book, an elegance that in its form and nature is like the romantic of the rose; The
complaint to compassion, a shorter poem and ABC, a series of religious stanzas in tone, each begins with a letter in the alphabet
in order.. Doubt, skepticism and questions became the main features of later Victorian times.. He saw that the task of reason is
to analyze a given thing and as an instrument of imagination that uses its derivatives to create a synthetic and harmonious whole.
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sind Spenser Without your statutory rights if you forget your password and can not confirm your account with an oath, confirm
and accept that your account may not be available and that all data associated with the account may not be available (1552
-1599) The biggest name in the non-dramatic Elizabethan poetry is that of Spenser, which can be called poetry of chivalry and
medieval allegory.. The great prose writers, columns of Age of Johnson, representing the highest achievements of English prose
in themselves, Johnson, Burke and Gibbon were.. His pieces are full of a number of exquisite songs, and his passionate sols and
sensitivity to beauty come to the top of poetry excellence in English literature.. Besides these, there were a number of smaller
dramatists, but the drama suffered a major setback when the theaters in 1642 of the order of the Storting were closed closed by
the Puritans.. In the old sailor, a poetical masterpiece, Coleridge, the reader led into a supernatural world, with a phantom ship,
crew of dead men, the overwhelming curse of albatross, the polar spirit, the Zauberbre Eze, and a host of other supernatural
things and events, but he manages to create a sense of absolute reality in relation to these obvious absurdities. How To
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